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A transition  

to Neurolanguage 

Communicator 
Interview with Philip D Griggs, hypnotherapist, psychotherapist, tutor 

and facilitator, UK 
 

Can you describe your professional career 

before taking the neurolanguage 

communication certification (NLCC)? 

I was a Hypnotherapist, Psychotherapist, tutor 

and facilitator. 

 

 
 

How did you find the course? 

It was excellent, pioneering levels in new 

thinking and coaching. Each level enabled me to 

support learners in their learning and for them 

to gain more confidence. 

 

Which highlights or insights did you gain 

from the NLCC?  

Helped me to be become even more aware not 

to judge or presume someone is thinking 

something. NLCC helped me to open up 

conversations with more powerful questions in 

coaching. Thoroughly enjoyed the coaching 

sessions 1-1 and online. 
 

 

What was the immediate impact on your 

way of teaching after taking the course? 

I was able to reduce teaching styles and 

introduce more coaching and facilitated 

methods of learning. Discover how people learn 

and their preferred learning style in groups, 

individually, this has helped me to resolve and 

support people’s issues on a 1-1 level using 

neurolanguage coaching practices. This course 

impacted upon the way people need to be in 

their own power when, discussing, resolving 

their issues and problem solving without my 

opinions or views. Supporting people with 

neurocoaching practices enables clients to 

experience that their views and experiences are 

important and real and as the NL coach probe 

into those deeper questions whilst keeping the 

limbic system calm. 

 

Were there any impacts on your personal 

life during or after the course? 

Yes, enormously, I felt more clarity, self-

direction and confidence in approaching difficult 

questions and situations.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Each level enabled me to support 

learners in their learning and for them to 

gain more confidence” 

“I felt more clarity, self-direction and 

confidence in approaching difficult 

questions and situations” 
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How was your professional development 

after the course? 

I now work in trauma based work for people 

in desperate life situations. Using NLC I 

support and receive wonderful feedback from 

learners and clients who feel they are being 

listened to and their opinions are valuable 

and important. This then leads to them 

finding inner peace and direction in a calm 

state. 

 
 

How has the course changed the way 

you deliver a course? 

I set questionnaires, keep class numbers 

small and work out through coaching and 

NLP interventions the best learning styles for 

learners.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

How would you describe the impact you 

are now having as a neurolanguage 

communicator on your learners? 

Learners feel they are able to express, share 

and discuss more openly their experiences 

and concerns. I was doing this already, 

however I now focus and extend these 

conversations and observe all levels of their 

communication. 
 

 

Is there any additional information that 

you would like to add? 

This course has been a breakthrough in 

learning. In therapy sessions I encourage 

clients to lead through their experiences, 

both enjoy the silences and have noticed 

how the sessions run so much smoother and 

how they discover their solutions so much 

easier. Also, teachers, tutors, coaches and 

facilitators this course will enable learners to 

gain more knowledge and strive to reach 

higher levels, grades and performance. 
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“Using NLC I support and receive 

wonderful feedback from learners and 

clients” 

“This course has been a breakthrough 

in learning” 
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